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"Risk Theory and Par t ia l ly  Non-Consequential Decisionmaking" 

I am honored to have been invited to speak on the extension of Risk 

Theory (RT) to decisionmakino involving non-consequential norms. 

Non-consequentiality is quite consequential for the claims made for the 

applicability of RT to decision problems that, as I will discuss below, 

are not transparantly tactical or wholly instrumental. On the neoative 

side I w i l l  argue that as a f i r s t  order theory RT is not normative or 

even a complete heoristic in such contexts. Thus I take strong exception 

to the common tendencies, A) to l ink risk theory with welfarism and 

versions of u t i l i ta r ian ism,  and B) to claim that with or without (but 

especially with) such linkage RT is normative in both moral and rational 

analysis, choice and action. Recognition of non-consequential norms 

leads to a rejection of the point of view espoused by Arrow [Essays in 

the Theory of Risk Bearinq]: that the description of a conseauence 

includes al l  that the agent values," so that he w i l l  be indi f ferent 

between two actions which yield the same consequence for each state of 

the world." (P. 45) I t  also leads to a denial of ident i f icat ion of any 

version of conseouentialism (e.q. ut i l i tar ianism based on a weak Pareto 

principle) with rational thinking. Thus, contra Harsanyi, ["Moral i ty and 

the Theory of Rational Behavior". in Sen & Williams, eds. Ut i l i tar ianism 

and Beyond] i t  is false "that the emerqence of modern decision theory has 

made ethics into an organic part of the qeneral theory of rational 

behavior." (P. 42) 
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On the positive - admittedly brief and speculative side, - - I wi l l  

suqQest that while RT is not normative in many decision contexts, i t  can 

be employed indirect ly in a meta-role, namely to elucidate the emerqence 

of non-conseQuentialist norms. In short my remarks are auestioninq, 

tentative and informal. My stance is that of a user and observer of RT, 

not that of a contributor to the substantive theory. 

Paradiamatic applications of RT to individual and collective choice 

have been in decision analyses of capital budqetinq, economic allocation, 

and the study of contracts Cwhere i t  links concepts of information, 

aqency and risk transfer). No-one famil iar with this work would deny 

~T's power and relevance. Nonetheless I suqqest that RT is normatiw~ 

only in restricted domains, i .e . ,  those in which the QoverninQ 

assumptions include u t i l i t y  maximizinQ ob3ective functions Cand in social 

choice contexts some form of a Pareto principle),  and in which there is 

prior arQreement about the ir~el~vance of riqhts, duties, obliQation~, as 

well as practical (decisive) means of orderinq preferences, assiqnin,~ 

probabi l i t ies, and characterizinq the very decision(s) at hand. Put 

another way RT applies best where many of the most interestinQ Questions 

don't arise. 

I had best start by sayinq what I mean by RT, tactics and strateqy. 

RT is i n i t i a l l y  a theory of individual choice under uncertainty in which 

i t  is assumed that choices are to be made amonq states of affairs which 

are their consequences. Thouqh not required by the theory, i t  is al~;o 

usually assumed that these consequences are objects of preference and 

that these preferences are ordered (usually f u l l y  ordered with respect to 

t rans i t i v i t y  and equality or indifference). There are usually no pr'or 
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l imitat ions imposed on the domain of preferences. In theory al l  

consequences are comparable or f a l l  in a single preference metric. Thus, 

as in Arrow, valuation of consequences by preference (hence u t i l i t y )  

becomes an exhaustive valuational pr inciple for a l l  rational choice and 

action. For a single aaent RT is identical with individual 

u t i l i tar ian ism under conditions of uncer ta in i ty . .Th is  sort of 

consequentialism does not d i rect ly  imply ut i l i tar ian ism as a ]the) theory 

of rational/moral social choice. Social u t i l i t a r ian is~  requires two 

further principles, the f i r s t  a technique of preference aGqreaation 

(usually but not necessarily unweiqhted summation) and the second a rule 

(usually a form of the Pareto principle) for ranking aQareQated 

preferences. Social u t i l i ta r ian ism of unlimited scope raises deep 

problems about r iqhts and personal autonomy. And even with restr icted 

scope under cer ta in i ty  (but with specific preference ordering principles) 

i t  leads to very deep problems of cel lect ive auency. I an not here 

concerned with these problems since I think u t i l i t a r i an  preference 

aqqreQation procedures are strained even in straight welfare 

decisionmakinq, and Quite implausible except as limited heuristics in 

more complex social and bureaucratic contents. However i t  is worth 

noting that the jump from consequentialism to individual u t i l i ta r ian ism 

is made easier by the comfortable economic theory of revealed preference, 

accordinq to which choices are amonq preferences and that what is chosen 

is what is preferred. Thus rational ordering over preferences and 

u t i l i t i e s  defines rational choice. But the ident i f icat ion of choice with 

preference is hardly empirically supported except in restricted domains 

and in conf l ic t - f ree situations. Revealed preference should best be 
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reqarded as a hypothesis about choices. RT only applies as a f i rst-order 

theory to special cases and as a second order tool i t  can at most 

rationalize the etioloqy of non-conseQuential decision cr i ter ia .  Since 

i t  does not reconcile non-consequential c r i t e r ia  with consequential 

c r i te r ia ,  revealed preference cannot be salvaqed by applyinq to 

second-order or "true" or "corrected" preferences. I reject revealed 

preference as both a aenerally accurate empirical observation and as an 

axiom of normative decision theory. 

The distinction between strateqy and tactics is that between 

relat ively i l l -and well-structured problems. I f  one iqnores the aqents 

involved there is no essential difference between them, e.Q. a Qiven 

decision cannot be neatly classif ied as beino in one set or the other. 

But decisions are made in contexts by specific aqents. What renders a 

decision strateqic is whether for that aqent the problem is 

well-structured vis-a-vis other decisions he could imaoine makinq (or h ls 

made). When related decisions f a l l  in a hierarchy of relat ive 

abstraction, one oets the classical examples of perspective: The aener~ll 

tact ical ly  deploys his companies, and a r t i l l e r y  within a strateqic plan. 

But to the platoon leader on the qround the actions of the company and 

a r t i l l e ry  are part of his strateqic uncertainity. Strateqy and tactics 

always underdetermine each other. 
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Followinq an honorable tradit ion which stresses internal relations 

and rejects unanalyzable ent i t ies, I believe that every tact ical decision 

can be recast as a strategic one ( and vice versa). Nevertheless we so 

strongly desire to avoid unstructured problems that we habitually adopt a 

tactical outlook as the preferred point of view. The same desire also 

motivates us to supress non-instrumental or non-consequential c r i te r ia .  

we do not l ike to be made painful ly conscious of our relat ive ignorance 

about how to define a decision problem, how to specify the decision 

alternatives, how to take account ( let  alone trade-off) multiple 

c r i te r ia ,  or about what is the causal nexus of the choice i t se l f .  

RT has direct normative applications in those qenuinely tactical 

settings in which consequentialism can be assumed. A mundane example is 

pension fund manaQement. Onc can take as qivens the ab i l i t y  to define 

the scope of the problem and the relevant consequences, as well as the 

ab i l i t y  to trade off  different preferences, and to describe consequences 

probablist ical ly. I confess to having myself worked on developing 

stochastic control models here with the purpose of defininq decision 

rules that are optimal given trade offs amonq preference weighted 

possible consequences. 
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Unfortunately i t  is a11 to easy to derail this normative 

methodology. For example demands to invest in social ly responsible ways 

(or not to invest in certain countries), or to resist seductions of 

self-serving fund manaqement, raise issues of morality and law that 

resist reduction to consequential form. I t  is not just that a 

conseQuentialist reduction is theoret ical ly d i f f i c u l t  or incomplete: the 

disputants reject the very premises of the reduction. For example 

consequentialists often ci te both the eleQance of a unified theory with a 

sinqle orderinq principle and plead for the ideal of universal 

ra t iona l i ty .  I for one remain unmoved. Eleqance is desirable but nct 

determininQ: I reqret that a l l  is not water as much as the next man. As 

for the unversality of ra t iona l i ty ,  perhaps i t  is only obtainable via a 

complex theory with multiple orderinq principles. And even i f  not 

obtainable - i f  for exa~le multiple principles are necessarily 

sometimes/somewhere local ly inconsistent, universal ra t iona l i t y  may ~ t i l l  

be a useful regulative ideal. I suqQest that bel ief in simple orderna 

conseQuentialism owes more to oversimplified philosophical theories (e.Q. 

of essential natures, projects of or hierarchical ly ordered function~;) 

than to impirical observation. In such a situation, i t  is mere 

rhetorical posturing to defame one's opponents as " i r ra t iona l "  or 

"non-moral" or to take the fact of eventual choice as expressinq 

preferences. When praqmatics force trade offs, the choice may not be 

morally preferred, or l ike ly  to be stable. The next time, moral resolve 

may be s t i f fe r .  But have preferences chanqed? What is harder - and 

i tse l f  a less well defined problem - is to understand the extra 

arqumentative factors which supplement dialect ic.  
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TO return now to the second questic.l, I believe that RT can help 

explain the emergence and s tab i l i t y  of non-consequential standards. 

There have been several very suqqestive recent developments. First  

evolutionary theory has been. applied to cultural transmission by 

Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman who {Culturat Transmission and Evolution, 

1982] demonstrate how there can be evolution of " t ra i ts  that are learned 

by any process of nonqenetic transmission, whether by imprintinq, 

conditioning, observation, imitation, or as a result of direct teachinq." 

(P. 7) The cul tural  selection process is independent of Dalwinian 

selection - they can operate in opposite directions. Once suitable 

cul tural  objects have been ident i f ied,  then, i t  is in theory possible to 

study their evolution in a context in which they may have no signi f icant 

effect on the Dalwinian surv ivab i l i t y  of the individuals or qroups which 

select and u t i l i ze  them. 

Non-consequential norms or values are clearly cu l tu ra l l y  transmitted 

and modified over time. What is now understood as the formal 

un iversa l izab i l i ty  feature of ethical claims is a clear mutation in a 

series of norms containing the lex ta l ion is ,  the proto-stat ist ical  theory 

of the normal ( i .e .  natural), hence that of the functional and essential, 

the interpretation of the essential as the i n te l l i q i b le  and rat ional,  and 

(in Kantian and Heqelian philosophy) the rational made a condition of 

human autonomy. 
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For non-conseouentlal norms to have survived so lonq they must be 

what, following W. D. Hamilton, ["The genetical theory of social 

behavior", I and I I ,  a. Theoratical Biol 7, 1-16, 17-32, 1964] & Maynard 

Smith, tO. Maynard Smith, Gene theory and the evolution of f iqht inq" in 

J. M. Smith, On Evolution, 1972] one can cal l  evolutionary stable 

strateqies. Informally an ESS is one which is resistant to the 

introduction of mutants. Ordinari ly an ESS is a behavioral policy whose 

evolution can be modelled d i rect ly  in RT terms based on the attempt to 

each individual to maximize i ts expected u t i l i t y .  There is no need for 

this behavioral "choice" to be conscious. Can, then, issue then is 

non-consequential norms, which we presume are evolutionary stable, be 

shown to arise through the sort of social interactions in which RT 

il luminates individual choices? Since norms typ ica l ly  have force where 

there are conf l ic ts  between individual and qroup satisfactions, i .e . ,  

where individuals can improve their  payoff by actinq in social ly 

sub-optional ways can one use RT to explain how can a non-consequential 

moral ESS evolve in such situations? 

A model formulation by Axelrod & Hamilton ["The Evolution of 

Cooperation', Science, V.211, 3/81, pp. 1390-96] shows that the answer 

can be "Yes". That is, a non-consequential norm can emerge, be robust 

against competing standards, and become environmentally stable in the 

context of an iterated prisoners dilemna. They demonstrate that i f  the 

survival of a strageqy is sensitive to the averaqe value of the 

consequential payoffs won by individuals using i t ,  then the simple policy 

of t i t  for tat appears to superior to a l l  competitors so far tested. 

T i t -  for tat is, I suggest, an abstration from the simple rule of lex 

ta l i on is .  Introduction of the policy seems to reaulre no more than i ts 

formulation within a group exhibi t ing aenetic kin-al truism, i t se l f  

enplicable in straight forward Inividual RT terms. 
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AS they note "Once the qenes for cooperation exist,  selection w i l l  

promote strateaies that base cooperative behavior on ques in the 

environment. We are on the verge of an RT explanation of the emeraence 

of the simplest ethical norms. Al l  that is needed (I say quickly:) is 

the theory of thei r  subsequent cultural evolution. 

None of this j us t i f i es  reducing the content of non-consequential 

norms to praqmatic u t i l i t y  maximizing behavioral rules in any simple 

way. All one can claim is: A) non-consequential norms have survival 

value to the extent they maximize social u t i l i t y  in the long-term: B) 

they need not al ter preferences but may only change the probabi l i t ies of 

acting ra t iona l ly  on preferences that violate qroup u t i l i t y  (N.B. the 

groups needn't be very large). The nature of the evolutionary 

sens i t iv i ty  of non-consequential norms to their consequences is an area 

worth serious study. F inal ly ,  i f  evolution occurs both physically and 

cu l tu ra l l y ,  can a RT explanation of the lat ter  extend to the essence of 

strategic t h i n k i n q -  the structinq of i l l  define problems throuqh 

"creative" use of analogy? In this context prior subjective 

probabi l i t ies of consequences would be defined by the inherited and 

transmitted "strength" of the various analoqies employed, while the ranqe 

of choices is l imited by the range of mutabil i ty of antecedently 

available models themselves evolving cul tural  ar t i facts.  I would like to 

think RT w i l l  eventually i l luminate creat iv i ty ,  but think this is a long 

way of f .  
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